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SAFETY GUIDELINES
WARNING! An authorized Pride Dealer or qualified technician must perform the initial
setup of this scooter and must perform all of the procedures in this manual.

The symbols below are used throughout this owner's manual and on the scooter to identify warnings and
important information. It is very important for you to read them and understand them completely.
WARNING! Indicates a potentially hazardous condition/situation. Failure to follow
designated procedures can cause either personal injury, component damage or
malfunction. On the product, this icon is represented as a black symbol on a yellow
triangle with a black border.
MANDATORY! These actions should be performed as specified. Failure to perform
mandatory actions can cause personal injury and/or equipment damage. On the product,
this icon is represented as a white symbol on a blue dot with a white border.
PROHIBITED! These actions are prohibited. These actions should not be performed at
any time or in any circumstances. Performing a prohibited action can cause personal
injury and/or equipment damage. On the product, this icon is represented as a black
symbol with a red circle and a red slash.

Please fill out the following information for quick reference:
Pride Dealer:
Address:
Phone Number:
Purchase Date:

Serial Number:

NOTE: This owner’s manual is compiled from the latest specifications and product information available at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes as they become necessary. Any
changes to our products may cause slight variations between the illustrations and explanations in this
manual and the product you have purchased. The latest/current version of this manual is available on
our website.

Copyright © 2015
Pride Mobility Products Ltd.
Rev.B/ 05072015
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The tiller console houses all of the controls needed to drive your scooter, including the speed adjustment
dial, key switch, battery condition meter, status LED, horn buttons, turn indicator buttons, and the throttle
control lever. See figure 4.
PROHIBITED! Do not expose the tiller console to moisture. In the event that the tiller
console does become exposed to moisture, do not attempt to operate your scooter until
the tiller console has dried thoroughly.

LEFT TURN INDICATOR LED
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RIGHT TURN INDICATOR BUTTON
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HAZARD LIGHTS SWITCH
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HI-LOW SWITCH (Apex Spirit Plus)

Figure 4. Tiller Console Components

Speed Adjustment Dial
This dial allows you to preselect and limit your scooter’s top speed.
The image of the tortoise represents the slowest speed setting.
The image of the hare represents the fastest speed setting.
Key Switch
Insert the key into the key switch and turn it clockwise to power up (turn on) your scooter.
Turn the key anticlockwise to power down (turn off) your scooter.
WARNING! If the key is turned to the “off” position while your scooter is in motion, the
electronic brakes will engage and your scooter will come to an abrupt stop!

Battery Condition Meter
When the key is fully inserted and turned clockwise to power up your scooter, this meter indicates the
approximate battery voltage strength. For further information on battery charging, see IV. “Batteries and
Charging.”
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Status LED
The status LED alerts you to electrical problems that may occur with the scooter. The LED remains constantly lit while your scooter is on. If your scooter develops an electrical problem, the status LED will flash
a code. See VII. “Basic Troubleshooting” for flash codes.
Horn Button
These buttons activate a warning horn. Your scooter must be powered up for the horn to be operational.
Do not hesitate to use the warning horn when doing so may prevent accident or injury.
Turn Indicator Buttons
Use these buttons to turn on the left and right turn indicator (amber) lights.
Push the left button to activate the left turn indicator light. The turn indicator LED located in the battery
condition meter will flash.
Push the right button to activate the right turn indicator light. The turn indicator LED located in the
battery condition meter will flash.
The turn indicators are timed to shut off automatically.
Light Switch
This switch controls your scooter’s lighting system.
Toggle the switch forward to turn on the lighting system.
Toggle the switch rearward to turn off the lighting system.
WARNING! Scooter users are required to use their lights when visibility is restricted—day
or night.

Hazard Lights Switch (Apex Spirit Plus)
This switch activates the 4-way flashers on your scooter.
Toggle the hazard lights switch forward to turn on the flashers.
Toggle the hazard lights switch rearward to turn off the flashers.
Throttle Control Lever
This lever allows you to control the forward speed and the reverse speed of your scooter up to the maximum speed you preset with the speed adjustment dial.
To Move Forward, use either of the following:
Use your left thumb to push the left side of the throttle control lever.
Use your right hand fingers to pull back on the right side of the throttle control lever.
To Move Rearward, use either of the following:
Use your right thumb to push the right side of the throttle control lever.
Use your left hand fingers to pull back on the left side of the throttle control lever.
Release the throttle control lever and allow your scooter to come to a complete stop before engaging the
other side of the lever. When the throttle control lever is completely released, it automatically returns to
the centre “stop” position and engages your scooter’s brakes.
Hi-Low Switch (Apex Spirit Plus)
This switch toggles the scooter’s speed between HI and LOW.
Toggle the switch left (HI) and your scooter’s maximum speed is 6.25 mph (10 km/h).
Toggle the switch right (LOW) and your scooter’s maximum speed is 3.125 mph ( 5 km/h).
Apex Spirit

Handbrake Lever (Apex Spirit Plus)
This lever provides you with emergency stopping
power. When in motion, release the throttle control
lever and gently squeeze the handbrake lever to come
to a stop. See figure 5.
WARNING!
The
handbrake
is
intended for use as an emergency
brake and/or parking brake only.
HANDBRAKE LEVER

Figure 5. Handbrake Lever and Brake Lock (In The
Locked Position)

Off-board Charger Port
The off-board charger power lead plugs into this port
during battery charging. The off-board charger port
will be located on the tiller. See figure 6.

REAR SECTION
The batteries, anti-tip wheels, motor/transaxle assembly,
main circuit breaker (reset button), and the manual
freewheel lever are located on the rear section of your
scooter. See figure 7.

OFF-BOARD
CHARGER PORT

.

Figure 6. Off-board Charger Port
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Figure 7. Rear Section
Apex Spirit
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Batteries
The batteries store electrical energy that powers your scooter. See IV. “Batteries and Charging” for
information on how to charge your scooter batteries.
Anti-Tip Wheels
The anti-tip wheels are an integral and important safety feature of your scooter. They are bolted to the
frame at the rear of the scooter.
PROHIBITED! Do not remove the anti-tip wheels or modify your scooter in any way that is
not authorised by Pride.

Motor/ Transaxle Assembly
The motor/transaxle assembly is an electromechanical unit that converts electrical energy from your
scooter’s batteries into the controlled mechanical energy that drives the scooter’s wheels.
Manual Freewheel Lever
Whenever you need or want to push your scooter for short distances, you can put it in freewheel mode.
1. Remove the key from the key switch.
2. Push forward on the manual freewheel lever to disable the drive system and the brake system. This will
enable you to push the scooter.
3. Pull back on the manual freewheel lever to reengage the drive and the brake systems and take your
scooter out of freewheel mode.
WARNING! When your scooter is in freewheel mode, the braking system is disengaged.
Disengage the drive motors only on a level surface.
Ensure the key is removed from the key switch.
Stand to the side of the scooter to engage or disengage freewheel mode. Never sit on
a scooter to do this.
After you have finished pushing your scooter, always return it to the drive mode to
lock the brakes.

NOTE: If the scooter is placed in freewheel mode (manual freewheel lever forward) while the key is in
the “on” position, the scooter will not run until the manual freewheel lever is pushed rearward and the
key is turned to the “off” position, then back to the “on” position.
Main Circuit Breaker (Reset Button)
When the voltage in the batteries becomes low or your scooter is heavily strained because of excessive
loads, the main circuit breaker may trip to protect the motor and electronics from damage. When the
breaker trips, the entire electrical system shuts down. See figure 7.
The reset button pops out when the breaker trips.
Allow a minute or so for the electronics to “rest.”
Push in the reset button to reset the breaker.
If the breaker trips frequently, you may need to charge the batteries more often or have your authorised
Pride Provider perform a load test on the batteries.
If the main circuit breaker trips repeatedly, see your authorised Pride Provider for service.
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Your scooter requires two long-lasting, 12-volt, deep-cycle batteries that are sealed and maintenance free.
They are recharged by an off-board charging system.

8

8
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The off-board charger supplied with your scooter is equipped with a 110/240 voltage switch. Confirm that this switch
is in the proper position for your locality. If you are not sure what the voltage is in your country, contact your local
electricity provider before inserting the charger power lead plug into your electrical outlet. If the setting is incorrect,
the charger will not function properly. Slide the voltage switch to the appropriate position. See figure 9.
WARNING! Failure to ensure the voltage switch is in the proper position can cause damage to the charger and may damage the batteries.

The LED lights on the charger indicate different charger conditions at various times: charger power on, charging
in progress, charging complete. Refer to the label on the charger for a complete explanation of these indicators.
Follow these easy steps to charge the batteries:
PLUGS INTO THE OFF-BOARD
1. Position the front of yo ur scooter close to a
CHARGER PORT
standard electrical outlet.
PLUGS INTO ELECTRICAL OUTLET
2. Remove the key from the key switch.
3. Make sure that the manual freewheel lever is in the
drive position.
4. Plug the 3-pin charger power lead into the off-board charger port
5. Extend the charger power lead and plug it into the
electric outlet.
6. We recommend that you charge the batteries for
8 to 14 hours.
7. When the batteries are fully charged, turn the
Figure 9. Off-Board Charger
charger off and unplug the charger power lead
from the electrical outlet and then from the offboard charger port. See figures 6 and 9.
I

O

NOTE: There is a charger inhibit function on your scooter. The scooter will not run and the battery
condition meter will not operate while the batteries are charging.
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To change the batteries in your scooter:
1. Remove the seat and battery shroud.
2. Disconnect the battery tie-down strap.
3. Disconnect the battery harnesses by pulling them
straight up. See figure 10.
4. Disconnect the battery cables from the battery terminals
by sliding back the terminal boots and unscrewing the
nut from the bolt.
5. Remove the old batteries from the battery wells.

BATTERY TERMINALS UNDER BOOTS

BATTERY HARNESS CONNECTIONS

Figure 10. Battery Removal/ Installation
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6. Place a new battery in each battery well. Face the battery
terminals of each battery away from the seat post. See
figure 11.
7. Connect the red battery cable to the positive (+) battery
terminal on each battery.
8. Connect the black battery cable to the negative (-) battery terminal on each battery.
9. Reposition the terminal boots over the battery terminals.
10. Reconnect the battery harnesses.
11. Reconnect the battery tie-down strap.
12. Reinstall the battery shroud and seat.

120A/32V

40 AMP (Apex Spirit) /
70 AMP (Apex Spirit plus)
CIRCUIT BREAKER

Figure 11. Battery Wiring Diagram

Why do my new batteries seem weak?
Deep-cycle batteries employ a different chemical technology than that used in car batteries, nickel-cadmium batteries (nicads), and other common battery types. Deep-cycle batteries are specifically designed
to provide power, drain down their charge, and then accept a relatively quick recharge.
We work closely with our battery manufacturer to provide batteries that best suit your scooter’s specific
electrical demands. Fresh batteries are shipped fully charged to our customers. During shipping, the batteries
may encounter temperature extremes that can influence their initial performance. Heat diminishes the charge
on the battery; cold slows the available power and extends the time needed to recharge the battery.
It may take a few days for the temperature of your scooter’s batteries to stabilize and adjust to their new
room or ambient temperature. More importantly, it takes a few charging cycles (partial draining followed
by full recharging) to establish the critical chemical balance that is essential to a deep-cycle battery’s peak
performance and long life.
Follow these steps to properly break in your scooter’s new batteries for maximum efficiency and
service life:
1. Fully recharge any new battery prior to its initial use. This charging cycle brings the battery up to about
88% of its peak performance level.
2. Operate your new scooter in familiar and safe areas. Drive slowly at first, and do not travel too far from
your home or familiar surroundings until you have become accustomed to your scooter’s controls and
have properly broken in your scooter’s batteries.
3. Fully recharge the batteries. They should be at over 90% of their peak performance level.
4. Operate your scooter again.
5. Fully recharge the batteries again.
6. After four or five charging cycles, the batteries are able to receive a charge of 100% of their peak
performance level and are able to last for an extended period of time.
What about public transport?
If you intend to use public transportation with your scooter, you must contact the transportation provider
in advance to determine their specific requirements.
Apex Spirit
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WARNING! Higher Rollover Risk! Avoid abrupt maneuvers at excessive speed. It is
recommended that you set the speed adjustment dial to the lowest setting until you
become familiar with scooter controls and operation.
WARNING! Keep both hands on the tiller and your feet on the floorboard at all times
while operating your scooter. This driving position gives you the most control over
your vehicle.
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Set the speed adjustment dial to your desired speed.
Push or pull the appropriate side of the throttle control lever.
The electromechanical disc park brake automatically disengages and the scooter accelerates smoothly
to the speed you preselected with the speed adjustment dial.
Pull on the left handgrip to steer your scooter to the left.
Pull on the right handgrip to steer your scooter to the right.
Move the tiller to the centre position to drive straight ahead.
To stop, slowly release the throttle control lever. The electronic brakes will automatically engage,
bringing your scooter to a stop.
NOTE: Your scooter’s reverse speed is slower than that of the forward speed you preset with the speed
adjustment dial.
GETTING OFF OF YOUR SCOOTER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bring your scooter to a complete stop.
Power down your scooter and remove the key from the key switch.
Disengage the seat rotation lever and rotate the seat until you are facing toward the side of your scooter.
Make certain that the seat is fixed securely in position.
Carefully and safely get out of the seat and stand to the side of your scooter.
You can leave the seat facing to the side to facilitate boarding your scooter next time.

POWER DOWN TIMER FEATURE

Your scooter is equipped with an energy saving automatic power down timer feature designed to preserve
your scooter’s battery life. If you mistakenly leave the key in the key switch and in the “on” position but
do not use your scooter for approximately 20 minutes, the scooter’s controller shuts down automatically.
Although the controller is shut down, power will still be supplied to the scooter’s lighting system.
If the power down timer feature takes effect, perform the following steps to resume normal operation:
1. Remove the key from the key switch.
2. Reinsert the key and power up your scooter.

Apex Spirit
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TILLER
ADJUSTMENT
KNOB

12.
2

NOTE: In order to fully lower the tiller for purposes of disassembly or transport, you must first completely
remove the seat, battery cover and battery.
MIRROR POSITION
To install the mirror (see figure 13):
1. Determine on which side to install the mirror and
remove the rubber plug from the top of the tiller
handle.
2. Insert the threaded end of the mirror holder into
the opening and rotate it clockwise until snug.
3. If necessary, rotate the nut clockwise to secure
the mirror in place.
To adjust the mirror:
1. Position yourself in a seated driving position
facing forward.
2. Adjust the mirror left, right, up, or down until you
have a good line of sight behind you.

MIRROR HOLDER
RUBBER PLUG

NUT

Figure 13. Mirror Installation and Positioning

SEATBACK ADJUSTMENT (Apex Spirit Plus)
WARNING! Do not operate your
scooter with the seatback in a
reclined position.
WARNING! Always keep your back
pressed firmly against the seatback
while adjusting the angle.

To adjust your scooter's reclining seat, perform these
steps. See figure 14.
1. With your back pressed up against the seatback,
lift up on the seatback adjustment lever and lean
forward or rearward to adjust the seatback angle.
2. Release the seatback adjustment lever once the
seat is in a comfortable riding position.
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SEATBACK
ADJUSTMENT
LEVER

Figure 14. Seatback Adjustment
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(Apex Spirit)

See

figure 15.

(Apex Spirit)

See figure 15.
5

SEAT ROTATION ADJUSTMENT (Apex Spirit Plus)
The seat rotation lever will secure the seat into several positions.
1. Push forward on the seat rotation lever to disengage the seat.
See figure 16.
2. Rotate the seat to the desired position.
3. Release the lever to secure the seat into place.

SEAT ROTATION LEVER

FRONT-TO-BACK SEAT ADJUSTMENT (Apex Spirit Plus)
You can reposition the seat forward or rearward to
adjust the distance between the seat and the tiller.
1. Move the seat sliding lever located at the lower left side of
the seat outward. See figure 16.
SEAT SLIDING LEVER
2. While holding the lever out, slide the seat forward or
Figure 16. Seat Position Adjustments
rearward.
3. Release the seat sliding lever once the seat is in the desired position.
SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The seat can be repositioned to several different height.
See figure 17.
1. Remove the seat and/or shroud from your scooter.
2. Remove the seat height adjustment bolt.
3. Raise or lower the upper seat post to the desired seat height.
4. While holding the upper seat post at that height, match up the
locating holes in the upper seat post with those of the lower
seat post.
5. Insert the seat height adjustment bolt through the locating
holes of both the upper and lower seat posts.
6. Reinstall the nut onto the seat height adjustment bolt and
tighten.
7. Reinstall the rear shroud and the seat.
Apex Spirit

UPPER SEAT
POST

NUT

LOWER
SEAT
POST

LOCATING
HOLD

SEAT HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
BOLT

Figure 17. Seat Height Adjustment
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(1)

(4)

Low Battery Voltage
The battery needs charging or there
is a bad connection to the battery.

Check the connections to the battery. If the connections
are good, try charging the battery.

Motor Disconnected
The motor has a bad connection.

Check all the connections and leads between the motor
and the S-drive Check the position of the freewheel switch.

Motor Wiring Trip
The motor has a short circuit to a
battery.

Check all the connections and leads between the motor
and the battery.

Freewheel Switch Trip
The freewheel switch is activated or the
manual brake disengagement mechanism
is operated.

Check the position of the switch or lever and all connections between the switch and the S-drive.

Not Used
Charger Connected
The S-drive is being inhibited from driving.

Inhibit 2 is active. This may be because the battery charger
is connected or the seat is not in the driving position.

Throttle Trip
A throttle trip is indicated.

Make sure that the throttle is in the neutral position before
switching on the scooter.

Possible Control System Trip
A control system trip is indicated.

Make sure that all connections are secure.

Check the parking brake and motor connections. Make sure
Solenoid Brake Trip
The parking brakes have a bad connection. all the system connections are secure.
(10)
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High Battery Voltage
An excessive voltage has been applied to
the S-drive.

This is usually caused by a poor battery connection. Check
the battery connections.

Apex Spirit
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18 and 18A.
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LlFETIME WARRANTY
Structural frame components, including: platform, fork, seat post and frame welds.
TWO-YEAR LlMITED WARRANTY
Drivetrain, including: transaxle, motor and brake.
ONE-YEAR LlMITED WARRANTY
All electrical parts, inc1uding control1ers and battery chargers, are covered for one year under warranty .
Anya attempt to open or dismantle these parts will lead to this warranty being void .
BATTERIES
Batteries are covered by a twelve-month warranty from the original manufacturer.
NOT COVERD UNDER WARRANTY
The following are classed as wear items, which may, under normal wear and tear, require replacing. These
items are not therefore covered under warranty: tyres, lap belts, bulbs, upholstery, plastic shrouds, motor
brushes and fuses. Warranty will also be refused if damage is deemed to have been caused through misuse
or accident for which Pride Mobility Products Ltd. cannot be deemed responsible.
NOTE: Pride Mobility Products Ltd. provides parts only under warranty. Your Pride Dealer is responsible for labour and service. Please contact your Pride Dealer for information about these services and
for any applicable charges.
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15.5 in.
(39.37cm)

41 in.
(104.14cm)

17 in.
(43.18cm)

3.9 in.
(9.9cm)

18 in.
(45.72 cm)

53.93 in.
(137 cm)

16 in.
(40.64 cm)

Turing Radius
54.92 in.
(139.5 cm)

26.37 in.
(67 cm)

19.
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17 in.
(43cm)

41.5 in.
(105.41cm)
18.5 in.
(47cm)

3.9 in.
(9.9cm)

53.93 in.
(137 cm)

18 in.

(45.72 cm)

16 in.

(40.64 cm)

Turning Radius
54.92 in.
(139.5 cm)
26.37 in.
(67 cm)
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4-wheel: Apex Spirit

Model Numbers
Available Colors

4-wheel: Apex Spirit Plus
Apex Spirit Red / Blue

Overall Length2

4-wheel: 53.93 in. (137 cm)

Overall Width2

4-wheel: 26.37 in. (67 cm)

Total Weight Including Battery Packs

206.8 lbs. (94 kg)

Total Weight Without Battery Packs

155.1 lbs. (70.5 kg)

Turning Radius2

231.44 lbs.(105.2 kg)
168.3 lbs. (76.5 kg)

4-wheel: 54.92 in. (139.5 cm)

Speed (maximum) 1

6.25 mph (10 km/h)

4 mph (6.4 km/h)

Range Per Charge1

Up to 14.43 miles (23.1 km) with
35 Ah batteries

Ground Clearance2

2.36 in. (6 cm)

Weight Capacity

350 lbs. (160 kg) Maximum

Standard Seating

Type: Foldable moulded plastic
Weight: 28.6 lbs. (13 kg)

Type: Reclining seat with headrest
Weight: 41.8 lbs. (19 kg)

Dimensions:
17.5 in. (44.45 cm) overall width
16 in. (40.64 cm) effective depth

Dimensions:
18 in. (45.72 cm) overall width
16 in. (40.64 cm) effective depth

Drive System

Rear-wheel drive, sealed transaxle, with 24 volt, DC motor
Electronic, regenerative, and electromechanical

Dual Braking System

Aluminum

Wheels

Tyre: Pneumatic
Front and rear: 11 in. ( 27.94 cm)

Tires

Battery Requirements

Up to 18.56 miles (29.7 km) with
45 Ah batteries

3

Type: (2) 12-volt, deep cycle
Size: 35 Ah
Battery pack weight:
25.74 lbs. (11.7 kg) each

Type: (2) 12-volt, deep cycle
Size: 45 Ah
Battery pack weight:
31.57 lbs. (14.35 kg) each
5-amp Off-board charger

Battery Charger 3

Maximum Safe Slope

14.1% (8°)

Maximum Climbing Ability

14.1% (8°)

IV.
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